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Abstract. The paper describes the Hippo-CPS tool in the verification of Petri 
net-based cyber-physical systems. In particular, verification of the key 
properties such as boundedness, safeness and liveness is presented and 
discussed. Hippo-CPS allows for analysis of the control part of the CPS with 

the set of various algorithms (such as reachability tree exploration or place 
invariants computation) giving the designer an opportunity to select the most 
suitable technique. Each method is based on the theoretical background (with 
adequate algorithms, theorems, and proofs, described in other Authors’ works). 
Moreover, the efficiency and effectiveness of the presented methods were 
verified experimentally. 
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1   Introduction 

Petri net is a fruitful modelling technique used for the graphical specification of 
broadly defined control systems [1], [2]. It is supported by methods toward 

verification, validation, and analysis that enable checking the correctness and 

reliability of the prototyped system [3]–[6]. The broad possibilities of formal 

verification of Petri net-based systems [7] have formed them popular in numerous 

areas of life, including embedded systems [8], manufacturing systems [9], [10], 

management systems [11], logic controllers [12], smart homes [13], transport 

management [14] and cyber-physical system (CPS) [15]. The latter consolidates 

computational and physical components [16]. Industry 4.0 could benefit from CPS 

concept [17]. CPS emphasizes the interactions between control (cyber) and physical 

parts of the system. The Petri net-based approach focuses on the modelling of the 

control part of the CPS [18]. Moreover, this approach applies the system analysis 

methods at the earlier specification stage, which permits to reduce the time and cost of 
prototyping the entire control system [19]. The main properties of CPS described by 

Petri nets are boundedness, safeness, and liveness [2], [4]–[6], [18], [19]. A bounded 

Petri net ensures that the model has a finite number of reachable states in the system 

[20]. A safe model establishes the behaviour of the control part [21], [22]. The 
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liveness is responsible for the absence of deadlocks in the system [23]. In addition, 

several design techniques are dependent on algorithms that require bounded, safe, or 

live Petri nets as their input, e.g., [24], [25], [18]. 

There are two wide-known analysis approaches that allow examining the 

boundedness, safeness, and liveness of Petri nets. The first one is based on the 

reachability tree exploration [26], while the second one applies the methodology of 

linear algebra for instance by calculating place invariants [27]. However, both 
techniques have serious limitations, since the number of reachable states in the 

reachability tree or invariants can be exponential [7], which in practice means that 

results may not be found within the assumed time [5], [6]. It is claimed that the 

method is not efficient in that case. 

This paper describes the modules of the Hippo-CPS tool for efficient and effective 

analysis of boundedness, safeness, and liveness properties. The main contributions 

can be summarized as follows: 

• proposition and description the module of the Hippo-CPS tool aimed at the 

liveness verification of the Petri net-based CPS; 

• proposition and description two (alternate) modules of the Hippo-CPS tool 

aimed at the safeness verification the Petri net-based CPS; 

• proposition and description two (alternate) modules of the Hippo-CPS tool 

aimed at the boundedness verification of the Petri net-based CPS; 

• the presented modules are based on the authors’ algorithms; 

• the efficiency and effectiveness of the presented modules were verified 

experimentally with the set of 242 test-modules (benchmarks). 

2   Technological Innovation for Digitalization and Virtualization 

The ongoing industrial revolution 4.0 is dominated by smart and intelligent devices. 

This is the effect of the processes currently taking places like an intense digitalization 

and digital transformation of all sectors of society. This transformation and 

digitalization are supported by the development of efficient, flexible, agile, and 

sustainable solutions. The cyber-physical systems also will play a big role in these 

processes of the 4th industrial revolution [17], because they are designed in terms of 

efficiency, flexibility, and low energy consumption. On the other hand, the modern 

CPSs are very often complex, concurrent, and hierarchical (modular), and designing 
their control parts without efficient and effective methods and tools is nowadays 

rather impossible. 

The Hippo-CPS tool presented in the paper attempts to fulfil these requirements. 

It offers the modules for the analysis of boundedness, safeness, and liveness of Petri 

net (used for describing the control part of the CPS). The implemented innovative 

analysis methods are efficient (in some cases even sixty times faster than the classic 

method) and effective (i.e., could obtain results for the benchmarks, where the 

popular methods were not able to complete the task within one hour). 
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3   Related Tools  

There are many tools that permit for analysis of the boundedness, safeness, and 

liveness properties of the Petri net-based system. Let us present selected ones from 25 

tools examined by us, that can be applied to the verification of the Petri net properties. 

IOPT-Tools [28], [29] is one of the most functional and well-developed software 

for creating, editing, and analysing Petri nets. The simulator component allows for 
performing advanced manual analysis of the model. IOPT-Tools can also 

automatically analyse typical Petri net properties such as boundness, safeness, and 

occurrence of deadlocks, but the verification of the net properties is based only on the 

state-space exploration. The limitation of the tool is that the broader analytical 

research of the model is impossible like place invariants coverage. Hence, the 

checking properties of some Petri net models cannot be accomplished efficiently. 

PIPE2 is an open-source Petri net editor and analysis software. An advantage of the 

tool is open access to the source code and the possibility to develop own analysis 

modules or edit existing ones. The tool enables, among others, verification of 

boundedness, safeness, deadlocks occurrence, determination of the Petri net class, 

computation of place and transitions invariants, and determination of siphons. 

Furthermore, PIPE generates a graphical representation of the reachability graph. On 
the other hand, the limitations of the functionalities are the lack of the strict liveness 

analysis, and problems with the state-space analysis module. Using the latter feature 

causes the exponential computation, which for relatively small models (about twenty 

places and transitions) can end with application error or suspension of the program. 

CPN Tools is a common system for creating, editing, and analysing Petri net 

models. It is not only limited to coloured Petri nets but also applicable to other classes 

of Petri nets. The latest version (4.0.1) of the tool was released 7 years ago. Using the 

program could be quite complicated for a new user, and probably without studying 

extensive documentation, performing the simulation or analysis of the modelled Petri 

net is impossible. However, the documentation and user guide are available on the 

official website of the tool. 
Yasper is a simple graphical tool with a Petri net simulation module. The graphical 

user interface (GUI) appears to be friendly and accessible. However, the tool has not 

been developed since 2005. Moreover, a major limitation of the program is the lack of 

Petri net analysis methods apart from the manual simulator feature. 

JSARP is an interesting tool for the analysis and simulation of Petri net models. 

The program has a very intuitive and friendly GUI. The simulator allows for a 

graphical indication of the fired transitions. The analysis module based on the 

reachability graph provides information about the boundness and liveness of 

a designed Petri net. Unfortunately, the tool has a very limited ability to analyse the 

Petri net properties, limited only to the boundness and liveness. 

There are more Petri net tools, but unfortunately, many of them have not been 
developed for years, e.g., PAPETRI, PROD, PETRUCHIO. Some tools were only an 

academic application of novel methods and were abandoned after the projects ended. 

However, it is pleasing that new tools are constantly being developed and that 

modelling using Petri nets and their analysis is a popular topic in the literature. 
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4   Hippo-CPS 

Hippo-CPS consists of several separate modules supporting designers in the designing 

process of concurrent systems specified by Petri nets. The tool was launched in 2005 

and since that it has been constantly developed. Now, it is mainly aimed at cyber-

physical systems (especially at design and verification of their control part), but not 

only limited to them. This paper is focused on the proprietary algorithms that are 
included within Hippo-CPS. In particular, verification of boundedness, safeness, and 

liveness are the main objectives of the work. The main bottlenecks of the existing 

techniques refer to the computational complexity of algorithms. Exact methods 

guarantee optimal results, but they require examining all the possible cases. 

Therefore, in the worst case, the solution may be not found in the assumed time. On 

the other hand, approximate algorithms are able to find results, but the solution may 

not be optimal. It means that analysis methods balance between efficiency (run-time 

of algorithms) and effectiveness (remaining results). Hippo-CPS permits for 

verification of the main properties with the application of alternative methods (exact, 

approximate). Let us describe them in more detail. 

4.1   Boundedness Analysis 

The boundedness of a Petri net can be verified within Hippo-CPS by two algorithms. 

The first one is based on the construction of a tree of reachable states in the system. 

The method searches for an unbounded place to oppose that the tested model is 

bounded. The idea is strictly based on the definition of boundedness, that is, if there 
exists one unbounded place (in any marking), the whole Petri net is unbounded by the 

definition [6]. Therefore, the state space generation process is interrupted once the 

unbounded place is found. This is done by acquiring places marked by ω according to 

Murata’s tree generation algorithm. Furthermore, the size of the tree is reduced and 

hence the whole computational time is reduced. Nevertheless, the method is 

exponential in the general case. However, applied reductions may heavily influence 

the run-time of the algorithm. Results of experiments showed that the technique is 

effective for 223 benchmarks (out of 242). This means that for 92% of all tested cases 

the method was able to find a solution. For the remaining benchmarks, the run-time of 

the algorithm exceeded the assumed time (which was set to 1 hour). 

The second method for the boundedness analysis utilizes the linear algebra 

technique. The applied technique computes the reduced set of place invariants (p-
invariants) in the analysed Petri net-based system, according to the algorithm shown 

in [20]. In opposite to the technique based on the reachability tree, computation of the 

reduced set of p-invariants is an approximate method. Therefore, the algorithm is 

oriented mainly on the efficiency (run-time), but it has a strict limitation. According 

to the theorem shown in  [26], a Petri net-based system is bounded if it is covered by 

place invariants. However, the lack of coverage of a Petri net by place invariants does 

not imply unboundedness. It should be noted that obtaining all p-invariants is 

exponential in the general case. Therefore, the utilized method allows computation of 

a reduced set (just required for the coverage) of place invariants [20]. Performed 

experiments confirmed the efficiency of the method. The results were achieved for all 
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examined benchmarks. However, in the case of 28 benchmarks (which states 11.6% 

of all examined tests), the algorithm indicated that the system is not covered by p-

invariants, and thus we do not know if the system is bounded or not. In such cases, 

additional verification is required (for example with the application of reachability 

tree). Nevertheless, let us clearly underline that this particular method is oriented on 

the preliminary analysis of the system, and the results are obtained much faster than in 

the other, similar techniques. 

4.2   Safeness Analysis 

Examination of the safeness property can be performed with the Hippo-CPS in two 

ways. The first technique is based on the reachability tree. The algorithm 

consecutively searches for the unsafe places in the Petri net. Once such a place is 
found, the method terminates with the information that the system is not safe. The 

applied technique is based on the theoretical algorithm, shown in [21]. The 

experimental verification indicated that the method was able to find the solution for 

218 tested cases. This means that it is effective for 90% of all examined benchmarks. 

The second approach applies place invariants and further computation of the state 

machine components (SMCs) cover in the analysed system. In particular, the method 

firstly searches for the subsequent place invariants and examines whether they form 

proper SMCs (according to the algorithm shown in [22]). Since the technique is 

approximate, it is aimed at efficiency. Indeed, the experimental results confirmed that 

the method was able to compute results for all tested cases. However, similarly to the 

technique presented in the previous subsection, the method is not effective in the case 
of systems that are not covered by SMCs [22]. There were 31 (18.8%) such 

benchmarks in the performed experiments. 

4.3   Liveness Analysis 

Liveness is the third main property (along with boundedness and safeness) that is very 
often verified in the Petri net-based system. Hippo-CPS offers a technique that is 

based on the reachability tree analysis. However, let us underline that in opposite to 

the boundedness and safeness verification of the system, examination of liveness is 

much more complicated. First of all, a full state space of the system ought to be 

generated. Next, according to the guidelines shown in [30], verification of liveness is 

determined by the boundedness of the Petri net. In the other words, the method is 

effective for bounded systems. In particular, the analysis procedure consists of the 

exploration of the generated reachability tree, starting from the final state and 

finishing at the initial state with simultaneous checking, whether all the transitions are 

present on that path [23]. The number of states increases exponentially, and this is the 

main bottleneck of the method. Experimental results showed that the method is 

effective for 223 benchmarks (out of 242). This means that the algorithm was able to 
find the result (indicate whether the system is live or not) for 92% of all tested cases. 
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4.4   Case-Study Example 

Let us show the functionality of the presented Hippo-CPS tool by an example. 

Figure 1 shows a cyber-physical system describing a coffee machine for independent 
making a caffeinated and decaffeinated drink with four shared resources. Two kinds 

of coffee can be made in one big machine (started by pressing button b1 or b2, 

respectively). There are four shared resources: (1) a grinder that grinds the coffee 

beans, (2) a nozzle that prepares hot water and pushes it with high pressure into one of 

the directions, (3) a milk nozzle to troth the milk (make a milk foam), and (4) a 

chocolate dispenser that sprinkles the chocolate on top of the drink. The prepared 

drink is taken by the customer before starting a new one. 

That real-life example was analysed by all the algorithms shown in Section 4. The 

reachability tree analysis showed that the system is bounded and safe. The results 

were achieved within 35.780ms and 36.216ms (for boundedness and safeness 

verification, respectively). Moreover, the same CPS was examined with the use of 

linear algebra. Hippo-CPS confirmed previous results, by finding six p-invariants that 
cover the Petri net. Moreover, six SMCs cover the system. This means that the system 

is bounded and safe. However, in opposition to the reachability tree analysis, the run-

time of algorithms was much quicker. In particular, the solutions were found after 

0.313ms (boundedness), and 0.338ms (safeness). Let us underline that such results 

confirm theoretical assumptions since approximate algorithms were faster than exact 

ones. Nevertheless, both types of methods reached the same results: the system is 

bounded and safe. Finally, the liveness of the modelled coffee machine was checked. 

The applied Hippo-CPS technique finished in 38.906ms with the information that the 

system is live. Concluding, the verification of the system was completed successfully. 

The modelled cyber-physical system is live, bounded, and safe.  
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Fig. 1. A cyber-physical system Petri net-based specification real-life example. 

5   Conclusions 

Verification of the main properties of the Petri net-based systems (especially control 

parts of the CPSs) with the application of the Hippo-CPS tool was presented in the 

paper. In particular, verification of boundedness, safeness, and liveness was described 

and discussed in detail. It should be exposed that Hippo-CPS offers an alternative 
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analysis of particular properties (boundedness, safeness), giving the designer an 

opportunity to choose the most suitable algorithm. Results of experiments confirmed 

the efficiency and effectiveness of the presented methods. The exact algorithms were 

effective, but due to the exponential complexity were not able to compute results for 

all tested cases. On the other hand, approximate techniques were efficient and always 

founded solutions. However, in the case of systems not covered by p-invariants (or 

SMCs), the result is insufficient, and additional analysis is required. 
The main limitation refers to the verification of liveness. Although there are 

alternative techniques for boundedness and safeness examination, Hippo-CPS 

currently offers only one method for liveness analysis. Therefore, the future work 

includes enhancement of the tool by other mechanisms oriented on the liveness 

verification of the Petri net-based CPS. Moreover, it is planned to perform researchers 

oriented on the particular classes of the Petri net. 
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